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Abstract
Web search engines like Bing and Google have amassed a tremendous amount of data assets. These
include query-click logs, web crawl corpus, an entity knowledge graph and geographic/maps data. In
the Data Management, Exploration and Mining (DMX) group at Microsoft Research, we investigate
ways to mine the above data assets to derive new data that can provide new value to a wide variety of
applications. We expose the new data as cloud data services that can be consumed by Microsoft products
and services as well as third party applications. We describe two such data services we have built over
the past few years: synonym service and web table service. These two data services have shipped in
several Microsoft products and services including Bing, Office 365, Cortana, Bing synonyms API and
Bing Knowledge API.

1

Introduction

Web search engines like Bing and Google have amassed a “treasure trove” of data assets. One of the most
important assets is the query-click log which contains every search query submitted by a user, the urls and other
information (e.g., answers) returned by the search engine, and the items clicked on by the user. Other important
assets include the web crawl corpus, an entity knowledge graph (that contains information about named entities
like people, places and products) and geographic/maps data.
The above data assets are leveraged by the web search engine to deliver a high quality search experience.
For example, query-click log is used to improve the quality of web result ranking. The entity knowledge graph is
used not only to improve web result ranking but also to compose the “entity information card” for entity queries.
In the Data Management, Exploration and Mining (DMX) group at Microsoft Research, we explore ways to
mine the above data assets to derive new data that can provide new value to a wide variety of applications. We
expose the new data as cloud data services that can be consumed by Microsoft products and services as well as
third party products and services. The main idea is depicted in Figure 1.
Synonym service: Let us start with an example of such a data service called synonym service. People often refer
to a named entity like a product or a person or a place in many different ways. For example, the camera ‘Canon
600d’ is also referred to as ‘canon rebel t3i’, the film ‘Indiana Jones and the Kingdom of the Crystal Skull’
also as ‘indiana jones 4’ the person ‘Jennifer Lopez’ also as ‘jlo’ and the place ‘Seattle Tacoma International
Airport’ also as ‘sea tac’. We refer to them as entity synonyms or simply synonyms (in contrast to other types
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Figure 1: Data services leveraging Bing’s data assets
of synonyms such as attribute synonyms [15]). Consider the product search functionality on an e-tailer site like
bestbuy.com. Without the knowledge of synonyms, it often fails to return relevant results. For example, when
the user searches for ‘indiana jones and kingdom of crystal skull’ on bestbuy.com, it returns the DVD for that
movie (the desired result). However, if she chooses to search using the query ‘indiana jones 4’, it fails to return
the desired result. This is because bestbuy.com does not have the knowledge that the above film is also referred
to as ‘indiana jones 4’. If we can create a data service that computes the synonyms for any entity by leveraging
the rich data assets of a search engine, it will bring tremendous benefit to such e-tailers [9]. It will also be
valuable to specialized entity portals/apps like movie portals (Fandango, Moviefone), music portals (Pandora,
Spotify), sports portals (ESPN, NFL) and local portals (Yelp, Tripadvisor). Hence, we built such a data service
called the synonym service [7, 18].
Challenges in synonym service: The main challenge is to mine synonyms in a domain independent way with
high precision and good recall. While there is significant work on finding similar/related queries [3, 4, 12],
there is little work on mining synonyms with the above precise definition of synonymity (i.e., alternate ways of
referring to the exact same entity). Furthermore, existing synonym mining works rely mostly on query co-clicks
[10], which we find in practice to be insufficient to ensure very high precision (e.g., over 95%) that is required
for scenarios described above. In our work, we develop a variety of novel features to complement query log
features that achieve high precision and recall. We describe those techniques in detail in Section 2.
Impact of synonym service: The synonym service is being used extensively by Microsoft products and services
as well as by external customers. Many Bing verticals like sports and movies use the synonym data to improve
their respective vertical search qualities. In Bing Sports for example, when a user asks the query ‘tampabaybucs’,
entity synonyms will help to trigger the entity card for “Tampa Bay Buccaneers”. Our synonyms are also used
inside Bing’s entity-linking technology which in turn is used in several applications like Bing Snapp 1 , Ask
Cortana 2 , and Bing Knowledge API 3 . For external customers (e.g., e-tailers), synonym technologies can be
accessed from the Bing developer center as a web service called Bing synonym API [1]. An entity name can
be submitted as input, and all synonyms of that entity will be returned by the service. This is used in customer
scenarios such as query enrichment and catalog enrichment. Thousands of customers subscribe to this API.
Web table services: A second data service 4 we have built is the web table service. Although the web crawl
corpus mostly consists of unstructured data like textual documents, images and videos, there is also a vast amount
of structured data embedded inside the html documents. For example, there are more than a billion html tables,
1

https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/store/p/snapp/9nblggh09m4d
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/mobile/experiences/cortana/
3
https://www.bing.com/widget/knowledge
2

4

Actually two closely related services
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Figure 2: (a) Web table search service in action in Excel PowerQuery (b) Web table answer service in action on
Bing.
html lists and spreadsheets on the web. Each such table/list/spreadsheet contains a set/list of named entities and
various attributes about those entities. For example, the html table embedded inside en.wikipedia.org/
wiki/List_of_U.S._states_by_income contains the median household income for all the U.S. states.
These tables are often very valuable to information workers. For example, a business data analyst often needs to
“join” business data with public data. Consider a data analyst analyzing sales numbers from various U.S. states
(say, in Excel) and wants to find how strongly they are correlated with the median household income. She needs
to join the former with the table in en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_U.S._states_by_income.
It is hard for the analyst to discover the above table and also to import it into Excel in order to do the join. It
would be very valuable if we can index such tables and allow Excel users to easily search for them (e.g., using
keyword search) as shown in Figure 2(a). We built a data service called web table search service for the above
purpose.
A substantial fraction of queries on Bing and Google can be best answered using a table. For example, for
the query ‘largest software companies in usa’, it is much better to show the table from Wikipedia containing the
largest software companies (en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_the_largest_software_companies)
than just the blue links as shown in Figure 2(b). We refer to the above class of queries as list-intent queries as
the user is looking for a list of entities. We built a data service called web table answer service for the above
purpose. We explore other classes of queries as well for table answers. Although both web table search and web
table answer services take a keyword query as input and returns web tables, they are quite different. The former
always returns a ranked list of tables relevant to the query. On the other hand, since the latter is invoked by a
web search engine where the top result spot is reserved for the best possible answer (among all possible types
of answers as well as top algorithmic search result), the desired output for the latter is a single table if is the best
possible answer, otherwise it should return nothing.
Challenges in web table services: Most of raw HTML tables (i.e., elements enclosed by the <table></table>
tags) do not contain valuable data but are used for layout purposes. We need to identify and discard those
tables. Furthermore, among the valuable tables, there are multiple different types. We need to distinguish
among them in order to understand their semantics which in turn is necessary to provide high quality table
search and table answer services. These are challenging problems as they cannot be accomplished via simple
rules [5]. Furthermore, providing a high quality table ranking as well as providing table answers with high
precision and good coverage are hard problems as well. While there is extensive prior work on table extraction
[6, 5, 21, 20, 14, 11], there is limited work on the latter two challenges: table ranking and providing table answers
with high precision. In Section 3, we present our table extraction techniques and highlight their differences
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with prior table extraction work. We also present the novel approaches we have developed for the latter two
challenges.
Impact of web table services: The web table search service was released in Excel PowerQuery in 2013 [2]. It
allows Excel users to search and consume public tables directly from Excel. A screenshot is shown in Figure
2(a). The web table answer service has been shipping in Bing since early 2015. It shows table answers for
list-intent and other types of queries with 98% precision and with a current coverage of 2%. A screenshot is
shown in Figure 2(b).

2

Synonym Service

Given an entity name, the synonym service returns all the synonyms of the entity. We mine all possible synonym
pairs in an offline process (200 million pairs in our latest version); the service simply performs a lookup into
that data. Currently the service is hosted as a public Bing service in Bing Developer Center [1]. We focus on the
key technologies used in offline mining process in the rest of this section.

2.1

Synonym Mining Requirements

Based on the intended use cases, we summarize key requirements of synonym mining as follows.
Domain independence. Entity synonyms are ubiquitous in almost all entity domains. A natural approach
is to leverage authoritative data sources specific to each entity domain to generate synonyms. For example,
one may use extraction patterns specific to IMDB for movie synonyms. However, techniques so developed are
specific to one domain that cannot easily generalize to different domains. Given the scale and the variety of the
synonyms we are interested in, developing and maintaining specific techniques for each domain is unlikely to
scale. Our goal is to develop domain-independent methods to systematically harvest synonyms for all domains.
High precision. Since the output of our service is used by an array of Microsoft products and third party
retailers, who would for example use synonyms to enrich their product catalogs, the precision of our synonyms
needs to be very high (e.g., above 95%). Entities that are only related but not equivalent (e.g., “Microsoft office
2015” and “Microsoft office 2013”) should not be considered as synonyms, for otherwise they will adversely
affect downstream applications like product search.
Good recall. In addition to high precision, we want to discover as many synonyms as possible. The types
of synonyms we are interested in ranges from simple syntactic name variations and misspellings (e.g., “Cannon
600d” for the entity “Canon 600d”), to subset/superset variations (e.g., “Canon EOS 600d” for the entity “Canon
600d”), to more semantic synonyms (e.g., “Canon rebel t3i” or “t3i slr” for the entity “Canon 600d”). The
synonyms we produce should ideally cover all these types.
Freshness. Since new entities (movies, products, etc.) are constantly being created, and new names coined
for existing entities, we want the synonym data to be up-to-date. The mining process thus needs to be refreshed
regularly to reflect recent updates, and hence needs to be easily maintainable with minimal human intervention.

2.2

Prior Work on Synonym Mining

Prior work on discovering entity synonyms relies on query co-clicks [10]. Our experience suggests that this
alone often leads to many false positives. For example, name pairs like “iphone 6” and “iphone 6s”, or “Microsoft office 2015” and “Microsoft office 2013” share significant co-clicks and are almost always predicted as
synonyms. We find synonyms so generated to have considerably lower precision than the 95% requirement, and
incorrect synonyms like the ones above are particularly damaging to application scenarios such as product catalog enrichment. In this work we develop novel features utilizing a variety of orthogonal data assets to overcome
the limitations of query logs.
The problem of finding semantically similar/related queries is related to synonym-finding, and is extensively
studied in the literature [3, 4, 12]. The fuzzy notion of semantic relatedness used in this body of work, however,
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Figure 3: Example query log click graphs
does not match our precise requirement of entity-equivalence for synonyms, and is thus insufficient for high
precision entity synonyms that we intend to produce.

2.3

Exploiting Bing Data Assets for Synonym Mining

At a high level, our synonym mining has three main steps: (1) generate billions of candidate name pairs that may
be synonyms; (2) for each candidate pair, compute rich features derived from data assets such as Bing query
logs, web tables, and web documents; (3) utilize manually labeled training data and machine learning classifiers
to make synonym predictions for each candidate pair.
We start by generating pairs of candidate names for synonyms. In order to be inclusive and not to miss
potential synonyms in this step, we include all pairs of queries from the query logs that clicked on the same
document for at least 2 times. This produces around 3 billion candidate synonym pairs.
For each candidate pair, we then compute a rich set of features derived from various data sources. Given
the feature vectors, we use training data and boosted regression tree [13] to train a binary classifier to predict
synonyms. Since boosted regression tree is a standard machine learning model, we will focus our discussions
on the design of features using various data sets.
Query log based features. Query logs are one of the most important data assets for synonym mining. The
key idea here is the so-called “query co-clicks” [7, 10]. Namely, if search engine users frequently click on the
same set of documents for both query-A and query-B, then these two query strings are likely to be synonyms.
The rationale here is that search engines clicks form implicit feedback of query-document relevance, which when
aggregated over millions of users and a long period of time, provide robust statistical evidence of synonymity
between two query strings.
In the example of Figure 3, suppose “microsoft excel” is the entity of interest. For this query users click
on three documents in the middle as represented by their urls. If we look at other queries whose clicks share
at least one document, we can see that “ms spreadsheet” clicks on the exact same set of documents (a true
synonym of “microsoft excel”). Both “microsoft spreadsheet” and “ms excel tutorial” share two co-clicks with
“microsoft excel”. While the first query is a true synonym, the second is only a related entity (tutorial) and thus
not a synonym. Lastly, query “office ios” shares only one clicked document with “microsoft excel”, indicating
a lower degree of semantic relationship.
Intuitively, the higher the overlap between the clicks shared by two query strings, the more likely they are
actual synonyms. We use a number of metrics to quantify relationships between two queries – Jaccard similarity
and Jaccard containment when representing their clicked documents as sets, and Jenson-Shannon divergence
when representing click frequencies on documents as distributions.
We further encode, for each query, frequency-based features such as the number of clicks, the number of
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Figure 4: Example query contexts
distinct documents clicked and domains clicked, etc. as additional features, which allow machine learning
models to differentiate popular queries from less popular ones for example.
One problem we encounter in using query logs is that click-edges in the query-document bipartite graph
are sometimes too sparse. To overcome sparsity, we enhance the co-click graph by introducing artificial edges
using pseudo-documents [7]. Specifically, we construct a pseudo-document p(d) for each clicked document d
as the union of the tokens in queries that click on d. Based on this definition, in Figure 3 for example, let d1
be the first document, then p(d1 ) = {microsoft, excel, ms, spreadsheet}. We can then add an artificial edge
between query q and document d if the tokens of q are contained by the pseudo-document p(d). In Figure 3,
because the tokens of query “microsoft spreadsheet” is contained by p(d1 ), we add an edge between the two
(shown by dotted edge) as if there exists such a click in the original click graph. Using this enhanced bipartite
graph, we can define set-based similarity and distribution-based similarity like before. These form a group of
pseudo-document-based features.
Notice that in the example of Figure 3, “ms excel tutorial” and “microsoft excel” are related entities with
relatively high co-clicks, which however should not be recognized as synonyms because they are of different
entity-types (e.g., one is software whereas the other is a tutorial). Similarity based features alone may mistakenly predict them as synonyms. In order to penalize pairs of candidates with different types, we introduce
query-context based features. Figure 4 gives an example of query-contexts. For each target query (e.g., “microsoft excel”, “ms spreadsheet”, etc.), we find from the query logs additional queries that have the target query
as a prefix or suffix. For “microsoft excel”, we find queries like “microsoft excel download” and “microsoft
excel help”. From these, we compute the suffix-context of query “microsoft excel” as “download”, “help” and
“review” (and their respective frequencies). These are indicative of query types, because queries of the same entity type tend to share similar contexts. In this example the context of “microsoft excel” is very similar to that of
“microsoft spreadsheet”, showing that they are likely of the same entity type. However the context of “microsoft
excel” is quite different from “ms excel tutorial”, which we use as evidence that the pair may be of different
types. We compute distributional similarity between two candidates’ query contexts such as Jensen-Shannon
divergence [16] as features for type similarity.
Web table based features. While query logs based features are powerful positive signals for semantic
similarity, in many cases they are insufficient to differentiate between true synonyms, and pairs of highly related
names that are non-synonyms. For example, the pair “Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows: Part 1” and “Harry
Potter and the Deathly Hallows: Part 2” share substantial co-clicks in the query logs. It is thus difficult to know
from the query logs alone that they should not be synonyms.
For this we leverage another set of signals from HTML tables extracted from web pages indexed by Bing.
Specifically, we observe that if two entities occur more frequently (than pure coincidence) in the same table
columns, they are likely to be different entities and thus not synonyms. The reasoning is that humans are
unlikely to put two synonymous mentions of the same entity in the same table column. In a real web table
example shown in Figure 5(a), the fact that “Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows: Part 1” and “Harry Potter
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(a) Value co-occurrence in tables as negative features

(b) AKA text patterns

Figure 5: Web tables and document features
and the Deathly Hallows: Part 2” are co-occurring in the same table column indicates that they are likely to be
distinct entities instead of synonyms.
We aggregate such statistical information from over 100 million tables extracted from the web, and use the
point-wise mutual information of two candidate names occurring in the same table columns as an additional
feature.
Another way in which we can leverage web tables is to directly utilize synonymous column pairs often
seen in tables. Figure 6 gives a few example tables in different domains where two values from the same row
are synonyms. We use an initial version of synonym scores to discover such pairs of synonymous columns
from the web tables corpus, and then compute the number of times name-A and name-B occur in same rows
of synonymous columns as additional features. We find this feature to be helpful in improving coverage of tail
entities.
Web document based features. Web documents indexed by Bing provide an orthogonal source of signals.
In particular, we consider two main groups of signals: text patterns, and anchor texts.
For text patterns, we scan all documents in Bing’s crawl for patterns such as “name-A, also known as nameB”, “name-A, aka name-B”, “name-A, otherwise known as name-B”, etc. Given the huge variety and extensive
coverage of the Web documents, this helps us to capture a wide range of synonymous names. Figure 5(b) shows
an example to illustrate this idea. The names “beyonce giselle knowles carter” and “beyonce” frequently cooccur in these AKA text patterns, and they are indeed synonyms. We simply count the number of times name-A
and name-B occur in such patterns in all Bing documents as a feature for these two names. We note that the
idea of using text patterns is well-studied especially in the literature of information extraction (e.g., [8, 17]). We
leverage such patterns in the context of synonym mining for complementary signals derived from an orthogonal
data source to achieve improved result quality.
For anchor texts, we utilize the observation that anchor texts describing the same hyper-links are often
interchangeable in meanings. So for each hyperlink in Wikipedia, we extract all anchor texts associated with
that link, and count the number of times name-A and name-B are used as anchor texts pointing to the same
link. For instance, both “Jennifer Lopez” and “JLO” are used as anchor texts describing the link pointing to her
Wikipedia page, and we use their respective frequencies pointing to the same page as features. This is another
beneficial feature derived from distant supervision.
Wikipedia and Wiktionary. Wikipedia has rich redirect information. For example, “J.Lo” and “JLO”
are redirected to the “Jennifer Lopez” page on Wikipedia. We extract such information from a dump of the
Wikipedia pages as features. Synonyms as defined by traditional thesaurus are also useful. We parse such
information from Wiktionary as additional features.
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Figure 6: Example tables with synonymous columns
Other syntactic features. As additional negative signals, we describe the syntactic difference between two
names using character types and lengths, to leverage observations such as if two names only differ by a number,
they are unlikely to be synonyms (e.g., “ford mustang” and “ford mustang 2015”).
Quality evaluation. After producing feature vectors for all pairs of candidate names, we train a boosted
regression tree model [13] to predict synonymity for each name pair. Based on our calibration of classification
scores using a holdout set of labeled data, we threshold to produce over 200 million synonym pairs with very
high precision.
We take a sample from the produced name pairs and perform manual labeling to assess result quality. The
result is shown in Table 1. Recall here is defined as simply the number of synonyms produced for each sampled
name, where tier-1 recall only counts miss-spellings and name variations (“Canon 600d” and “Cannon 600d”),
tier-2 only counts subset/superset synonyms (“Canon 600d” and “Canon EOS 600d”), and tier-3 counts semantic
synonyms that do not belong to the two previous categories (“Canon 600d” and “EOS rebel t3i”).
Precision
0.973

Tier-1 recall
1.43

Tier-2 recall
2.12

Tier-3 recall
1.12

Table 1: Quality evaluation of synonyms. Recall is defined as the avg. number of synonyms produced per entity.

3

Web Table Services

We describe the key techniques that enable the web table search and web table answer services. Both services
rely on the web table extraction and understanding component which we describe first. The web table search
service takes a keyword query as input and returns a ranked list of web tables relevant to the query. Since the
tables are already extracted, the key remaining challenge is to provide high quality ranking over those tables.
Ranking features used in web page ranking or prior work on web table search are not adequate for our purpose
[19]. We develop novel ranking features to address this challenge. We describe them in the second subsection.
The web table answer service also takes a keyword query (a general web search query) but returns a single table
if it is the best possible answer (among all possible types of answers as well as top algorithmic search result),
otherwise it returns nothing. The main challenge here is to provide table answers with a high precision and good
coverage. We develop a novel approaches to address this challenge which we describe in the last subsection.
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Figure 7: Different types of HTML tables. (a) is a layout table, (b) is an attribute-value table, (c) is a relational
table.

3.1

Prior Work on Web Tables

Web table extraction: There is significant work on web table extraction in the literature [6, 5, 21, 20, 14, 11].
One of the key challenges is to distinguish between the different types of tables, viz. layout, relational and
attribute-value tables. Most of the above works formulate the problem as a machine learning classification task
and design features for the task. Examples of features that distinguish relational tables from other ones are cell
value consistency along columns and the number of empty cells [6, 5, 21]. We adopt a similar approach in our
paper. While there is overlap between our features and those proposed in earlier work, we also employ novel
features like header features to improve accuracy.
Web table search: Venetis et. al. developed a seminal system for keyword search on web tables [19]. They
annotate each table with column labels that describe the class of entities that appear in that column (using a isA
database). Then they look for matches between the query keywords and the annotations as well as the column
names. This results in much better quality than simply piggybacking on Google’s ranking of web pages. Their
approach is not adequate for our services for multiple reasons. For the web table search service, some classes
of queries require us to find matches inside the data cells (e.g., row-subset queries, entity-attribute queries).
The above work does not consider such matches. Second, for the web table answer service, there is a hard
requirement of 98% precision while maintaining good coverage. The above approach is not optimized for this
requirement.

3.2

Web Table Extraction and Understanding Component

The goal of this component is to extract tables from Bing’s web crawl corpus and perform table understanding
and annotation. These tables are subsequently used in web table search and web table answer services. We first
obtain the raw HTML tables (i.e., elements enclosed by the <table></table> tags) by parsing each document
in the crawl corpus into a DOM tree. The main challenge is that not all the raw HTML tables contain valuable
data; a majority of them are used for layout purposes (e.g., page layout, form layout). Figure 7(a) shows an
example of a layout table. We need to identify and discard these tables. Among the valuable tables, there are
two main types of tables, namely relational and attribute-value tables. A relational table is one where each row
corresponds to a named entity and the columns correspond to different attributes of the entities [5, 6]. Figure 7(c)
shows an example of a relational table where each row corresponds to a city (in Washington) and the columns
correspond to different attributes like the county the city belongs to, the city’s population and the city’s land
area. On the other hand, an attribute-value table contains different attributes and its values of a single entity
[11]. Figure 7(b) shows an attribute-value table for the entity ‘Leica Q’. We need to distinguish between the two
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types of tables in order to understand their semantics which in turn is necessary to provide high quality table
search and table answer services. These are challenging problems as they cannot be accomplished via simple
rules [5].
We first present our approach to distinguish between the different types of tables. Like prior work, we
formulate the problem as a machine learning classification task and propose features for the task [6, 5, 21, 20].
We improve upon those works by proposing novel features like header features. We describe all the features
below for the sake of completeness.
Distinguishing among different types of tables We identify several features to distinguish the different types
of tables. We categorize the features as follows:
• Column-wise homogeneity: One of the main features that distinguishes relational tables from attribute-value
tables is column-wise homogeneity. The values in a column of a relational table are typically homogeneous as
it contains values of different entities on the same attribute. For a string-valued attribute, all cells have string
values and their string lengths are similar to each other (e.g., three leftmost columns in table in Figure 7(c)).
Similarly, for a numeric attribute, all cells have numeric values (e.g., four rightmost columns in table in Figure
7(c)). A column in a relational table typically does not contain a mix of string and numeric values. On the
other hand, the second (counting from left) column of an attribute-value table typically contains a mix of string
and numeric values as it contains values on different attributes. For example, the second column in the table
in Figure 7(b) contains such a mix. We capture the above observations by proposing the following features:
(i) fraction of string-valued cells in first and second columns (ii) fraction of numeric-valued cells in first and
second columns (iii) mean and standard deviation of string lengths of cells in first and second columns (iv) mean
and standard deviation of string lengths of cells averaged across all columns. A high value on either (i) or (ii)
represents homogeneity; we capture that by computing a derived feature that computes the max between (i) and
(ii).
• Row-wise homogeneity: Layout tables are also often column-wise homogeneous, so column-wise homogeneity
alone cannot distinguish between relational and layout tables. We use row-wise homogeneity for that purpose.
All rows in a relational table typically have the same number of cells and they are typically non-empty. On the
other hand, rows in a layout table might have different number of non-empty cells. For example, in the layout
table in Figure 7(a), the first, second and third rows have 2, 3 and 1 non-empty cells respectively. We compute
the standard deviation of the number of cells (and non-empty cells) in different rows as features.
• Row and column counts: Row and column counts also help distinguish between the different types of tables.
Layout tables often have a very small number of rows and/or a very small number of columns (e.g., the layout
table in Figure 7(a) in Figure has only 3 rows). Attribute-value tables typically have 2 columns and a small
number of rows. On the other hand, relational table often have much larger number of rows and more than 2
columns. We compute number of number of rows and number of columns as features.
• Presence of header: If a table contains a header row that is explicitly marked by <th> or <thead> tags and
it “aligns” with the rest of the table (i.e., has the same number of columns as other rows), it is most likely a
relational table. This is especially true if there is a column where all the cell values are numeric except the cell
value in the <th> or <thead> row (which has a string value). We compute boolean features to capture the
above insights.
We manually labeled about 5000 tables as relational, layout and attribute-value and trained a decision forest
model on those labeled examples. We tuned our model for high precision. Our relation classifier has a precision
of 96%. We focus on relational tables in our project as we believe that these tables are most useful for joining
with business data tables in spreadsheet scenarios; we plan to include attribute-value tables in the future. The
rest of discussion focuses on relational tables.
This component also tries to “understand” the relational tables. Each relational table typically has one
column that contains the names of the entities that correspond to the rows of the table [19, 20]. We refer to it
as the entity column of the table. For example, in the table in Figure 7(c)), the leftmost column is the entity
column. It is important to pinpoint the entity column for high-quality search. Consider two entity-attribute
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Figure 8: System architectures for (a) Table extraction and understanding and (b) Table search service.
queries: {aberdeen population 2014} and {grays harbor population 2014}. Both queries
“match” the first data row in the table. However, it is a correct match for the first query (as it contains the
2014 population of Aberdeen) but not for the second query (as it does not contain the 2014 population of Grays
Harbor). This can be ascertained only if we know the entity column. We identify the entity column using
machine learning techniques. Another example of table understanding is column name extraction, especially
when the column names are not marked explicitly via <th> or <thead> tags. Figure 8(a) shows the various
subcomponents of this component.

3.3

Web Table Search Service

The web table search service takes a keyword query as input and returns a ranked list of web tables relevant to
the query. The architecture as well as the query processing of the web table search service are similar to that
of a general web search engine. The architecture is shown in Figure 8(b). The indexed items are web tables
instead of web pages. The inverted index over web tables as well indexes containing features about web tables
(e.g., number of rows, PageRank) are distributed over many computers, each corresponding to a subset of the
web table corpus. Each of those computers runs a local aggregator service that traverses the inverted index and
performs top-k ranking among the table subset in that computer. When a query arrives, the global aggregator
service distributes the query to the local aggregator services to search simultaneously. It then consolidates all
the local top-k results and computes the global top-k. Finally, it invokes the table content services (which stores
the full content of each table) to generate query-dependent snippets for the top-k tables.
The key challenge here is to provide a ranking of high quality. Ranking features used in web page ranking
or prior work on web table search are not adequate for our purpose [19]. The above features are adequate when
the user searches based on the description of the tables; here, we only need to look for keyword matches in
the description fields (e.g., page title, table caption) and column names. However, there are some classes of
queries which require us to find matches inside the data cells as well as the alignment of those matches (e.g.,
in the same column). One such class is row-subset queries where the ideal answer is a subset of rows in a
bigger table and that subset can be obtained by filtering on the value of an attribute. Consider the query ‘largest
software companies in usa’. The table in Figure 2(b) contains the largest software companies from all over the
world (including several from USA) and is hence relevant. However, ‘usa’ is not mentioned anywhere in the
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page except in the cells of the ‘Headquarters’ column. To identify the above table as a relevant one, we need
to compute a table alignment feature that indicates ’usa’ occurs multiple times in different rows of the same
(non-entity) column of the table. Prior works do not compute such features and hence fail to return such a table.
We incorporate such features in our table search engine.
Another such class is entity-attribute queries. Consider a query ‘aberdeen population’ where the user is
looking for a table containing population of Aberdeen. The ideal table should contain ‘aberdeen’ in a cell in the
entity column and ‘population’ as a column name of a non-entity column. Once again, the above approaches
fail to return the relevant table. We incorporate such table alignment features in our service. To compute these
features, we need to know the row and column indexes of keyword hits in data cells and column indexes of
keyword hits in column names. A document search engine does not store such fine grained information; we
design our inverted index to store such information.

3.4

Web Table Answer Service

The web table answer service takes a keyword query (a general web search query) and returns a single table
if it the best possible answer (among all possible types of answers as well as top algorithmic search result).
Otherwise, it does not return any answer. The main challenge is to have high precision and still having significant
coverage.
One of the main challenges is that a perfect match of the query with a table does not guarantee that the table is
the best possible answer. Table answer may not be the best type of answer at all; the top algorithmic search result
or some other type of answer (e.g., an entity information card or a passage answer) might be better. Consider the
query ‘washington state climate’. The table with caption “Climate data for Washington State (1895-2015)” in
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Climate_of_Washington is a perfect match as Bing returns that page at
second position and both the table caption and page title perfectly matches with the query. But a passage answer
is a better and more compact answer; both Bing and Google returns a passage answer for this query. We address
this challenge by following a two-step approach. In the first step, we determine whether table answer is the best
type of answer; this is irrespective of whether such a table answer exists or not. If yes, we try to find such a table
in the second step. We briefly describe the two steps.
Determine whether table answer is best answer type: We identify several classes of queries for which table
answer is the best type of answer. One such class is list-intent queries. Such a query seeks for two or more
entities. An example is ‘largest software companies in usa’ as shown in Figure 2(b). Typically a table containing
all the desired entities and their important attributes is the best possible answer. Such queries contain the desired
entity type in plural; we obtain the list of possible desired entity types from Bing’s knowledge graph. For
example, the desired entity type in the above query is ‘company’. However, this is not a sufficient condition.
For example, ‘us companies outsourcing’ is not a list-intent query although it contains an entity type in plural.
We observe that for list-intent queries, the rest of the query, specifically the pre-modifier (the part preceding
the desired entity type) and post-modifier (the part following it), either specifies constraints on the entities (to
narrow down the desired entities) or a ranking criterion. For example, ’software’ and ’in usa’ are constraints and
’largest’ in the ranking criterion. The constraint can be either an adjective or an entity that is “compatible” with
the desired entity type. For example, ‘software’ is an adjective which is compatible with company while ’usa’ is
a entity compatible with company. ’Usa’ is compatible with company as it is a location entity and companies are
often constrained by location. On the other hand, a film or album entity will not be compatible with company as
companies are typically not constrained by films or albums. The challenge is to check whether the pre-modifier
and post-modifier satisfy the above criteria. We address this challenge in two steps. We first create a dictionary
of all adjectives compatible with any entity type; we obtain this from Probase [22]. We also create a dictionary of
all entities compatible with any entity type; we first manually curate constraining entity types that are compatible
with any query entity type (e.g., location entity type is compatible with company) and then obtain the entities
of the former types from Bing’s knowledge graph. We also curate a list of ranking keywords. In the first step,
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we identify matches of compatible adjectives, compatible entities and ranking keywords in the premodifier and
postmodifier. Subsequently, we use a probabilistic graphical model to discover the holistic set of matches that
best “covers” the query. If the coverage exceed a certain threshold, we classify the query as list-intent query.
Another class of queries for which table answer is the best type of answer is superlative queries (e.g.,
‘largest software company in usa’). This class is closely related to the class of list-intent queries; we use similar
techniques to identify these queries. Under certain conditions, table answer is the best type of answer for entityattribute queries as well; we identify this class of queries as well. The output of this step is a decision whether
the query belongs to one of the above classes and, if yes, the parsed query.
Finding table answer: Given a parsed query belonging to one of the above classes, this step tries to find a table
answer. We first obtain a set of candidate tables among which we try to find the table answer: these are the
tables extracted from the top k (k ≤ 10) pages returned by Bing for the query. Finding a table answer within
the candidate set is challenging. One challenge is that there are multiple tables within the page, and often many
of them are similar from the perspective of keyword match. Consider the query ”tom cruise movies”. There are
two tables from www.movies.com/actors/tom-cruise/tom-cruise-movies/p284917 in the
candidate set: one containing the movies that Tom Cruise acted in and the other containing the actors that Tom
Cruise has worked with. Both tables have hits for all the keywords. But only the first table is the right answer
since the desired entity type is movie. We address this challenge by leveraging the fine-grained understanding
of roles of keywords in query such as desired entity type, constraining entity, constraining concept and ranking
keyword. In this example, the desired entity type matches with the column name of the entity column of the first
table but there is no match with the entity column of the second one. We enrich our ranking features with above
roles to make such distinctions.
Another challenge is that the table answer not only needs to be the best table among the candidate tables
but also better than the top algorithm result in Bing. For example, for college ranking queries, the top Bing
answer is usually the right page from US News. However, sometimes the ranking list in the US News page is
not formatted as a table or the table extractor fails to extract the table from the page. We might be able to find
a table among the other candidate tables that perfectly matches user’s intent but it is from a less well-known
source. We do not want to show such a table answer above the proven top result.. We identify such cases by
using the click features (click count, click through rate) of both the page containing the candidate table and the
most clicked Bing search result for that query.

4

Conclusion

In this paper, we provide a brief overview of the data services we have been developing by leveraging Bing’s
data assets. Specifically, we described two data services: synonym service and web table service. Both services
have been successfully integrated into various Microsoft products and services. One of the key learnings is that
commercial applications require data services with very high precision (high nineties), otherwise it would result
in user dissatisfaction. While it is usually straightforward to obtain about 80% precision (for both synonym
and web table services), it is hard to obtain 95+% precision (while still having good coverage). We need novel
approaches to accomplish that level of precision as we described in the paper.
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